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BETWEEN YOU
AND ME

BY PAUL A. PETERS

(Pinch-hitting for Ben Lewis, who
is vacationing—the lucky stiff—-

in the Adirondacks)

CRIME: A criminal, it’s said,
invariably returns to the scenes
of his crimes . . . Which may be
why this scribe, who once frolick-
ed among the dots and dashes be-
fore three of the former and one
of the latter became associated
j*n the public mind as the symbol
|of victory, is turning back the
universe three years and thumb-
ing through the trivia he saw fit
to record at that time under the
guise of a gossip columnist . . .

* * *

MEMORIES:- Just about three
years ago, the clouds of war were
beginning to hang heavy over the
world ... And what was the gos-
sip churned up by your Mr. Peters
in those days to help a troubled
world forget for a moment its
international headaches and belly-
aches . . . There is an item on
July 21 (1939, remember) report-
ing that the odds were soaring
that Dr. Chaim Weizmann would
not be a presidential candidate to
succeed himself at the forthcom-
ing World Zionist Congress .

.
.

(Apparently, in those days Peters
was no better at policital prog-
nostications than he was at pick-
ing the ponies, for it seems to me
that Dr. Weizmann is still around
and carrying the tag of WZO
President) . . .

* * *

SHIP: It was in that same
July 21 column that we wrote an
item about the "tragedy ship” St.
Louis . . . Who would have
thought—and how many of you
remember the details of that trag-
ic voyage of the refugees—that
the sorrowful saga of this steamer
would shortly be repeated not
once but a hundredfold . . . What-
ever has happened to the St.
Louis, anyhow? . . . Certainly she
must have been renamed by the
Nazis and may perhaps now be
at the bottom of the ocean some-
where or gathering barnacles in a
neutral port ... At the time, we

recall, the Hamburg-American
line was a bit upset about the

liner’s reputation as a “tragedy

ship” and spent a young fortune
advertising luxury cruises after
the incident was liquidated . .

.

* * *

FOOD: Also about the same
time, there was recorded in this
cqlumn a note to the effect that
Maurice Samuel, the celebrated
author and lecturer, had turned

his oratorical fire on the food

served at convention banquets . ..

Apparently, Samuel’s o. f. wasn’t

enough . . . Because we attended
a convention just the other night

and darned if the food was any

better now than it was three years

ago . . . And it had nothing to do

with rationing either . .
.

* * *

MISH-MASH. Three years ago,

Peters was telling his readers a-

bout the shenanigans of Mr.

Charles Coughlin and his unlovely

followers .
. . Some of his follow-

ers are now in the coop, but

Coughlin for reasons that defy

logic is still around ... In 1938,

the averaige egg consumption in

Germany was 118 per person . . .

Hope Germans who get an egg

every other week or so now re-

member those days . . . Came a-

cross a note that George Baeker,

then publisher of the New York

Post, plays the ’cello . . . Don’t

be surprised if he pops up one of

these days with an important gov-

ernment post .
. . And wonder if

Prof. Morris R. Cohen, the noted

philosopher, still refuses to read

the Daily Worker because he

doesn’t like "being bored from

within”.
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ARE TWO DISTINCT STRUCTURES/ being separated

BY SEVERAL FEET. THE STONE CHURCH DATES FROM THE
TWELFTH OR THIRTEENTH rFNTURV.

Jews Who Pay
A startling charge, if true, is made by William Brad-

ford Huie, novelist and associate editor of the American
Mercury, in declaring that Gerald L. K. Smith, rabble-rous-
ing publisher of The Cross And The . Flag has had contribu-
tions; to his work from “at least ten prominent Jews.” At
least that was the claim made by the Detroiter, who is now
running for the Republican nomination for the United
States Senate. Mr. Huie’s revelation is contained in a
sharply etched portrait of the Reverend Smith in the cur-
rent American Mercury.

Mr. Huie personally went, he reports, to “one of the
most successful Jewish lawyers in Detroit,” wh® declared
that he was “not worried about Smith’s anti-Semitism.”
This gentleman also allegedly declared that “there’s no use
of our trying to make anti-Semites out of all these isolation-
ists and Roosevelt-haters.”

The best answer to this unidentified Detroit Jew was
provided by the Federal Government when it listed The
Cross And The Flag, Smith’s publication, along with other
anti-Semitic, pro-Axis organs, as having been used in the
conspiracy to undermine America’s war effort for which 27
men and 1 woman were indicted in Washington.

Even a Jew can be an exponent of Fascist doctrine.
This fundamental truth is not always realized by the Jewish
community, which, in following Jewish leadership, forgets
that, as Attorney General Biddle has so well said, it is ideol-
ogy and not nationality which separates people. Any Jew
who can look upon the degradation of labor and not protest;
and Jew who can view with indifference the humiliation and
the oppression of the Negro; any Jew who can think of the
despoliation and destruction of the rights of any other ra-
cial, religious or national group without recognizing that
humanity has been defamed and that the foundations on
which Jewish life exists have been undermined—that Jew
has all the stigmata of a Fascist.

One wonders whether “the successful Jewish
in Detroit to whom Mr. Huie refers is salving his conscience
by contributing large funds to civic-protective agencies*
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Hate On The Wane

Courage of a high order, symbol of America’s deter-
mination to win the purposes of this war, is reflected in the
Federal Government’s action in obtaining an indictment
last week against twenty-eight individuals charged with
undermining the war effort. Represented on the list were
many whose anti-Semitic records go back many years. All
of them are charged with trying to “obstruct and defeat”
the war effort. Since a number of those accused of sedi-
tion have already started on their jail terms, it may be
assumed that the Justice Department is equipped with the
facts to sustain the charge in the indictment.

The language used in the indictment is broad. It
brings into its net, however, some comparatively small fry,
even though many of them have played a vicious role in
propagandizing anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and anti-Negro
sentiments, not to speak of their pro-Axis bias. There are
in the United States several newspaper publishers who con-
trol powerful dailies or chains of dailies. An examination
of the language in some of their news and editorial columns
will not disclose toq>great a difference between their slant
on America’s war effort and that of the men who are indict-
ed for “a systematic campaign of personal villification and
defamation of the public officials of the United States Gov-
ernment ...” to convince the armed forces that “such
public officials are traitorous, corrupt, dishonest, incompe-
tent, un-American and mentally unbalanced.” Perhaps
when these cases are decided, the Justice Department may

complete its program to still the voices of disunity which
jeopardize the winning of the war.

While this indictment was handed up. Attorney Gen-
eral Francis Biddle was expressing his philosophy in the
Free World. After emphasizing that “yes, even in the
Democracies” there are individuals who share the outlook
of a “fascist world,” Mr. Biddle declared that ideology rath-
er than nationality must determine who the enemy alien is.
He realizes that there is hatred of the Negro, the Jew and
other minority groups, but “these Axis-sponsored, concepts
of race, class rule, oppressions of all sorts, are definitely on
the wane in our country.” Mr. Biddle is making an historic
contribution toward that end, we hope.

Cincinnati Decides
•

The Jewish community of Cincinnati has made aa *m“

portant decision in abandoning its separate Welfare Fund
drive and resolving to become part of the War Chest to be
conducted next spring. Presumably, the leaders have
viewed all aspects of the problem and have taken action
which they think most appropriate for their particular cor-
cumstances.

There is one phase of the decision which calls for par-
ticular examination. The Jewish Welfare Fund, as it is to

be included in the War Chest, will not make provision for

the agencies doing what is called “civic-protective work.

That would include the American Jewish Committee, Amer-

ican Jewish Congress, B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation
League and the Jewish Labor Committee, as well as local

instrumentalities for the same purpose.
I« will be noted, in the first place, that a se P arat ® ca ™'

paigti, the avoidance of which is said to be one of
jectives of the War Chest movement, has not been avoided.

The Jews willstill have to conduct a campaign to raise some
$50,000 fort the agencies which are not included in the war
Chest provisions for the Welfare Fund. But even
Portant is the question as to what causes the Jewish com-
munity has a right to present to the War Chest—or, ratner,

to the community at large—for support. Is supporting a

Yeshi|va in Siberia or Palestine more American than main-

taining agencies engaged in the task of. defea ing

American doctrines on our own soil? Cincinna 1

seem to have assented to an affirmative answer, j g S
by its exclusion of these civic-protective agencies..
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